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Abstract-

 

After secretly working on several experiments and 
observations, Prince Jessii combines all the outcomes and 
results to present the “theory of everything” which is released 
this year ahead of the start of a new decade [2020] to open 
the eyes of everyone to

 

the world of science [physics] and to 
release an urgent information. This theory tells the world what 
made them exist, how they existed, how they can still exist. It 
isn’t fair if humans die every day with all the unfortunate events 
happening and still to

 

come, when science [physics] is there 
to save them and prevent all unfortunate events from 
happening.
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he theory of everything” is written to avoid high 
technical language and soundness to enable 
everyone in the world to understand it. All the 

results and outcomes of my observations and 
experiments are [1], [2], [3] in the reference list, you 
have to read it according to the sequence [1-2-3] before 
proceeding to this theory. If not done, you won’t 
understand this theory.

 
Dear Universe, 

This theory is the summary of all the results of 
my experiments and observations conducted in the 
environment of our universe.

 
It all started when I got attached to the space

 
around us which I started observing closely. With the 
nature of space around us being different from that 
which surrounds the planets, I began to wonder the 
cause of this, at that moment you might say that space 
can be split or be different, but i eventually realized that it 
was gravity which is also space, but in its opposite form. 
Gravity was not understood properly, but it was 
explained in a proper way in reference [3]. You can 
imagine why everything in free fall is attracted to the 
center of the earth, there’s a space fabric at the 
center/core of a planet and it’s also the strongest 
[original] form of space which can be found at the outer 
space and with the fact that space cannot be split i.e 
there’s only one environment of space placed in the 
universe of

 

a magnitude of  [1.50 x 1010], gravity can 
now arise to reduce this magnitude of space in certain 
areas but it’s the same thing acting on itself [read 
reference [1] and [3] ]. However, i started observing 
photons that comes from the sun which i can also see 
with my bare eyes with absolute focus but the light 

seems to out-shine my eyes which allows me to see it 
for few seconds/minutes, the details of this light where 
already discovered by great scientists/physicist in the 
past, so i didn’t bother experimenting on it, i just trusted 
their details, so i took the constants related to them. But 
there was another light, and this one comes and goes, it 
required another type of focus to see this one, the 
mystery about this light is that you can never see it 
where the rays of the sun appear, it was like the light 
from the sun outshines the other and it’s brightness 
depends on how dark a place is i.e a room without light. 
I’m sorry if you don’t see this, but you’ll eventually know 
why and howi saw the light, some other humans see it 
too but don’t know what it is, but scientists in the past 
observed this light and gave it a name, I’ll address it as 
that name. So there are two lights, one is visible to 
everyone; the other isn’t yet visible to humans at this 
moment. By observations, i realized that both lights 
move at the same speed, so i took the speed of light 
constant (3 x108) so serious. Now after several 
observations and experiments with these lights, coupled 
with the GOD factor, i present your theory of everything 
which originates from these two lights and space 
[gravity]. 

My experiment and observations might not be 
enough for most people outside the scientific 
environment, so I’ll use some verses from the holy book 
to boost your understanding in order to explain our 
universe from the point of creation to its end. 

II. Discussion 

a) The Big Bang 
All these, the reason you exist, everything 

around you, they all started from your creator and i can’t 
tell you his face but i can say that he is made up of two 
lights and exist with both lights merged as shown in 
figure 1 below. His light is abundant and large enough 
to build a universe, as both lights are merged, it can 
also be unmerged. Surprisingly, he a scientist in a way 
and he wanted to create people [humans] who will serve 
and praise him all day and also be part of his light. But 
there one law, the ultimate law that governs this universe 
even he can’t break or change. He knows that he is 
made up two lights and that one is superior and the 
other needs the superior to survive i.e. the life-span of 
the other depends on the superior. The superior is Dark-
Energy and the other is Energy the inferior. Dark Energy 
is a pure bright white light and Energy is exactly the 
picture of light you see from the sun. Because his 
inferior light can fade, it was merged with the superior to 
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make it exist forever and space is the point where these 
two lights merge, as shown in (figure 1). This means 
your creator is made up of the two lights with space. 

He created everything [universe] under 7days 
beneath where he stays; he created earth first and then 
dropped it into the universe which he created later. From 
the holy book, he said “Let there be light” on the first 
day (Genesis 1), that light was dark-energy; this was 
done to obey the law. By creating a dimension made up 
of the inferior light, a dimension of the superior light 
must be created first and merged with it in order for the 
inferior dimension to exist forever. Besides creating new 
things every day for the 7days, the big bang of the 
universe happened on the third day where his inferior 
light was used to create the universe. By placing his 

superior light first, he allowed his inferior light to cool on 
top of the superior light thereby forming the universe 
which contains all planetary bodies, everything in the 
universe that you see at the moment are the solidified 
form of the inferior light. Because they are his light, this 
could be done just by him thinking of what to create, the 
placement of these two lights created both dimensions 
PS merged together. The humans was all he had in 
mind, he just wanted to create children [humans] which 
will be part of his light. However, he was just worried 
about the humans obeying the ultimate law. 

The Ultimate Law says “To keep the inferior 
light, it must become the superior light, in other words, it 
must be merged with the superior light”. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure I

 
Merging the two lights is a process to follow 

and because they are his lights, only he can provide a 
means which can be done automatically and also the 
means in which it can be reversed. But he wanted to test 
humans with a game; this was his thought at that 
moment. 

“I want to test my creation [Humans], and I’ll 
create them in my image [with the inferior light and 
superior light] and I’ll provide them with a means of 
merging both lights automatically, but I’ll also provide a 
means of unmerging both light dimensions as a 

distraction. If the first human I’ll create decides to 
unmerge both dimensions, he and his generations have 
to figure out how to merge it back which means I’ll have 
to provide a clue for them. I’ll create the stars and they’ll 
be the only body that will still possess my inferior light 
itself, the humans will have to figure out the puzzle early 
enough, else everything made of my inferior light will 
eventually fade and disappear in space, then i can start 
this creation process all-over again.” 

The creation of the first human was done on the 
sixth day and later the first man chose to unmerge both 
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dimensions instead of merging his lights which he was 
created with. From the holy book [Genesis], he provided 
the means of merging as the tree of life and the means 
of unmerging the dimensions as the tree of knowledge 
of good and evil, when the first human ate from the tree 
of knowledge of good and evil, his eyes where opened, 
this was because both dimensions were unmerged and 
he was not yet merged with the superior light, so he 
could only see the light his body was made with and the 
other had to be invisible. Man can only see the superior 
light if he merges his body with the superior light. 

The inferior light solidified to form land, air, 
water, vegetation, humans, animals etc. these were the 
essentials man needed to survive and increase the life-
span of his body which is also a solidified form of the 
inferior light, to keep it to exist on a temporary basis. The 
land consists of natural resources which have been 
explored by man and are now used to produce more 
advanced type of matter to enhance living. Man 
advanced from local and natural means to a 
technological way, all with the help of the inferior light. 
Quantum mechanics, relativity, electromagnetism, 
waves, electricity, wind energy, etc, are all the physics of 
the inferior light with space. We’ve only succeeded in 
studying 50% of physics, the physics of the superior 
light was left out and sometimes when people or things 
[magic] defy the laws of physics, it feels like the laws 
aren’t correct, but it wasn’t known that those things that 
are done are also part of physics [the other 50%]. 

III. Methods 

a) 137 

After creating the universe, man is to multiply 
and fill the universe but wasn’t aware of this game. 

The code of the game he wanted humans to 
play was 137 which represents days in creation [read 
reference 3], another code similar to this is 666. From 
the Holy Book [Revelation 13;18], it says “this calls for 
wisdom, if anyone has insight, let him calculate the 
number of the beast for it is man’s number, his number 
is 666”. 

The three spaces _ _ _ has to be filled to form a 
code with the days in creation. Before then, we couldn’t 
answer this question, but this paper gives you the 
knowledge of this. It’s 666 because man was created on 
the sixth day and because it talks about just a particular 
day, to form the code the three spaces had to be filled 
with 6, but 137 talks about two days, so after inserting 
the two days, the total number of days had to be 
inserted to express it properly. 

Our universe is made up of both lights. Using 
the clue, the stars were made to play the game of 137 to 
light-up dimension P and man is expected to play the 
game and light-up dimension S so that both dimensions 
can merge and be one [Read reference 3], but man has 
refused to play the game ever since the first man made 

the mistake. Our creator [the only man to complete the 
game] had to be born in form of a man to teach us how 
to play and complete the game but we’ve still ignored 
him [John 1;9…..[”The true light that gives light to every 
man was coming into the world]. We take it for granted 
but the fact is that, we think 13.7 billion years has 
passed and his inferior light has not faded completely.  

Remember, space is related to time [Read 
reference 2] and the nature of space where he stays is 
not the same on earth, 1000 years on earth is equal to 1 
day were he stays, this means that if he’s depending on 
the days it’ll take for it to fade, ours will extend to more 
years. Our creator might or will decide to force it to fade 
before its time resulting into the apocalypse. 

The fact that people die every day is enough to 
prove that the light fades. What are we waiting for? Do 
we want the apocalypse to take us?. 

NB; how to play the game is deeply religion but also 
science. I’ll publish a book concerning that. 

I present the summary of my experiments with 
the help of reference [1] [2] [3] 

My experiment resulted into two fine structure 
constants with each representing each dimensions, I 
also discovered that the inverse of these fine structure 
constants is the visibility value of each of the dimensions 
at the point of unmerging PS and that one dimension 
“S” was lacking the game of 137. This is the visibility 
constant of the dimensions as regards to the electron 
[Matter] 

However, let me lead you to some explanations 
before i use my experiments and calculations to present 
the theory of everything 
We have two lights, Dark-Energy and Energy 

We have two solidified form of the lights, Dark-
Matter and Matter 

We have space [gravity] which is associated 
with time to give space-time These 5 forms are 
everything in the universe i.e everything in the universe 
must be categorized or related as one of these forms. 

Dark Energy and Dark Matter are for Dimension 
S and Energy and Matter are for Dimension P, Space 
[gravity] is the merging point of both dimensions 

I presented Dark Energy as Ed and Energy as E, 
Dark-Matter as Md and Matter as M, Space as S, 

 
Matter and Energy cannot be defined as 

constants but their quantum state can be defined as 
constants. However, the constants of dark energy and 
dark matter are the same for both its higher state and 
quantum state. 

IV. Results 

a) Theory of Everything 
From reference 3, our universe is all about the 

lights and the absorption of the lights by its 
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In reference [3], I presented the values of Dark-
Energy and Dark-Matter as constants.
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The stars which are the bigger state of an 
electron are the clue and as many as they are, they’ve 
played their game making dimension P to be visible, 
man times the number of stars existing is expected to 
play the game to make dimension S visible. With that, 
both dimensions will merge and dimension P won’t be 
able to fade.

However, the current value of our universe is 
138.8/1.388 = 100 and the original value of our universe 
is 1 i.e. when both dimensions merge 138.8/138.8 = 1

Keep this in mind; you’ll see the effect with this 
illustration.

NB; the values and details of the constants in the 
representation below are in reference [3] and also 
remember that a solidified form of a light can only 
absorb the light which it was made with, to absorb the 
other light, it has to be as an attachment with the other 
solidified form (Read Reference 3).

Hang on and gradually follow the illustration 
below, I’ll explain after it.

  

  

  

    

The Universe                         

Dimension S 100                                  Dimension P

1. The Superior Light (Ed)=S x c = [1.50 x 1010 x 3 x 108]    The Inferior Light (E) = k/hc = 9 x 109/[6.63 x 10-16 x 3 x108]

Ed = 4.5 x 1018(Dark Energy) E = 4.5 x 1016 (Energy)

Quantum state)                                                                                                                (Quantum state)

2. The superior light (Ed) = Md x c2 The Inferior Light (E) = M x c2

Ed = 50 x (3 x 108)2……… Ed = 4.5 x 1018 NB ; The  energy and  mass  of  matter  should  be  inserted 

 (Higher State)                                  
                             

this equation, they are not constant (Higher State)       

3. The Solidified form of the Superior Light (dark Matter)                              The Solidified form of Inferior Light (Matter)

Md(50) = S/c = 1.50 x 1010/3x 108……. Quantum State) Electron (e) = 1.60 x 10-19…………….(Quantum State)

4. The Solidified form of the Superior Light                                                The Solidified form of the Inferior Light

Md(50) = Ed/c
2………(Higher State)                                                          M = E/c2……………….(Higher State)

5. Visibility value of the Superior Light dimension                            100  Visibility value of the Inferior Light dimension 

Ks = (1.388)                                                                                 Kp = 138.8

6. Absorption of the superior light by its solidified form                 100  The tendency of the solidified form of the superior light

Md x Ed = 50 x (4.5 x 1018) = 2.25 x 1020(Light Mode S)  to absorb the inferior light….. Md x E=(50 x 4.5 x 1016)

(Quantum State) = 2.25 x 1018………. (Quantum State)

7. Absorption of the superior light by its solidified form                           Absorption of the inferior light by its solidified form

[Md x c]2 = [50 x 3 x 108]2  = 2.25 x 1020   (Light mode S)         [M x c]2. …This is how to calculate the energy of a star 

(Higher State)                        by its mass…..(Light Mode P) (Higher State)

8. The tendency of the solidified form of the inferior 
light to           

100    Absorption of inferior light by its solidified form
absorb the superior light….. 

e x Ed = 1.60 x 10-19 x 4.5 x 1018 = 0.72
e x E  = 1.60 x 10-19 x 4.5 x 1016 = 0.0072(Light Mode P)

(Quantum State) (Quantum state)

into 

)

corresponding solidified form, and the main explanation 
of the equation 1/αs + 137 = 1/αp i.e. 1.388 + 137 = 
138.8 is the clue itself.
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9. To  solve  the  tendency  issue; we use  its  fellow  as an 

e      M d        Ed 
Md          e          E

1.60 x 10-19 x 50 x 4.5 x 1018 = 36 (Quantum State)                    100  50 x 1.60 x 10 -19 x 4.5 x 1016 = 0.36(Quantum State)

 attachment.        

Absorption of the superior light by the solidified form of the       Absorption of the inferior light by the solidified form of 
Inferior light.                                                                           the superior light. 

10. The (Higher state) of the previous will be M x [Md x c]2                     The (Higher state) will be Md x [M x c]2

i.e M x [2.25 x 1020]                                                       i.e 50 x [M x (3x 108)]2

V  . Explanation

Think of the theory of everything as the brain 
and heart of science [physics], you just have to connect 
all branches to link with it. When i talk about light in this 
paper or previous, it means the original lights used in 
creation and they are just two. Let’s start with their 
solidified forms.

In physics, matter is expressed as a constant in 
quantum states, the higher states are combination of the 
different quantum states which results in higher states 
not been expressed as constants. For example, your 
body is made up of electrons; your body (matter) can’t 
be expressed as a constant because the amount of 
electrons in your body is not the same in another body. 
As a result, we use the mass of the particular matter as 
a higher state but it is not constant because it changes
and differs from other matter. The mass of the matter will 
now replace the “M” which represents matter in the 
equations it appeared in the illustration above. But it’s 
the reverse in the case of dark matter; it is constant in 
both quantum and higher state, e.g. the dark matter that 
gives life to ants is the same value in humans, this is 
one of the properties that makes it superior. The value of 
dark matter at higher state will now be used for its 
quantum state. As a result, both solidified forms can’t 
have similar values at both quantum and higher states
but their lights itself can have similar values at quantum 
state. However, from the illustration above, the value of 
dark energy is gotten from a higher state as 4.5 x 1018

and it has this same value for its quantum state. 
Therefore we use its value at higher state for its quantum 
state. During the big bang, the inferior light solidified 
mainly into planetary bodies that contained the 
combination of any of these; land, water, gases, 
vegetation, creatures. The land contains natural 
resources including chemical elements. Man has now 
experimented on these things to produce more matter. 
Speaking about the process of the big bang and also 
production of matter by man, the photons from the light 
solidified into electrons, but as a result of forming 
different kinds of matter, electrons will have to deviate 
from the original solidified form to adjust to the 
requirements for forming a particular matter. This is the 

reason why some kinds of electron would not absorb 
the inferior light on their own. But some electrons 
deviate and still tend to absorb the light. This is where 
the photoelectric effect comes in to explain; electrons 
have deviated, which means to absorb the light, the light 
has to adjust and impart at least the required amount of 
energy for the electron to be liberated to ensure 
absorption. It’s the reverse in the case of dark-matter 
and the superior light (dark energy). In this case, the 
light can’t be adjusted, only the dark matter, this is one 
of the properties that makes it superior.

However, these electrons can go as far as 
deviating to form an anti-electron (positron) which is the 
limit for deviation; to deviate to the opposite form of the 
exact value of (1.60 x 10-19C) but this time it is positive, 
its higher state is the anti-matter. In this case, a minus 
sign (-) can be put into the equations of energy and 
matter e.g. (E=-Mc2) in the case were an anti-matter is 
involved. On the other hand, dark matter can go as far 
as deviating to the opposite form of (50), this is where i’ll 
have to bring religion which is also science. For your 
information, in every game, there are obstacles to 
prevent your mission/aim. In the game of 137, the fallen 
angels are here in this world to stop our dark matter 
from absorbing the superior light resulting into “not 
playing the game”. During their era, they were made to 
become part of the superior light automatically making 
them positive angels and were eventually given power to 
cause negative effects while absorbing the superior light 
which is a positive process just for the purpose of 
preventing man from playing the game. They are the 
only reason why one’s dark-matter will deviate to the 
exact opposite form. If they or their effect collides with 
your dark-matter, dark-matter starts deviating to a 
negative form and the only way to absorb the superior 
light is to adjust back to the original form of your dark-
matter, else it will remain in an opposite state which is 
negative and the absorption will not count.

NB; The elementary particles (quarks, leptons, mesons, 
neutrinos etc.) are all related to the [electron, proton and 
neutron]. This theory accounts for quantum state of 
matter as the electron which is the approved limit, this is 
why its brother [proton] also has the same charge            
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[1.60 x 10-19) and its other (neutron) has no charge. The 
electron, proton, neutron are the approved quantum 
state, splitting further is not necessary in explaining TOE, 
it’s just for the fun and enjoying physics.

Figure 2
Figure 2 is a  star,  its energy causes radiation 

which consists of photons, and each photon has an 
energy constant of 4.5 x 1016. However, there are literally 
filters [ozone layer] at the surface of planets and these 
filters were created to reduce the intensity of the energy 
[radiation] from these photons by filtering to produce 
different rays [with wavelengths and frequencies] to 
build the electromagnetic spectrum.

Furthermore, without going deeply into 
electromagnetism, we have already discovered forms of 
energy [light] and they are made from the inferior light, 
the different kinds of energy [lights] also move as a 
collection of discrete wave packets (photons) and their 
energy will still be represented as “E” and this energy of 
a single photon is given as [E=hf] and f, frequency is 
given as the speed of light/wavelength [c/ƛ] according 
to Planck-Einstein. But it is not referring to the original 
inferior light, each photon from the original inferior light 
in which the stars possess has energy of a value of E=
[4.5 x 1016] as a constant, i.e. the photon energy from 
the inferior light itself is constant. Also, when an electron 
emits a photon, the photon energy can be calculated as 
[E=hf].

Discovering dark energy as the “light of God” 
and also “the superior”, the energy from each photon 
has a constant of Ed = 4.5 x 1018 and just like matter can 
be transformed back to its inferior light [energy] as E= 
Mc2, dark matter [quantum and higher] transforming into 
its light [dark energy] as Ed= Mdc

2 will still result into a 
constant [4.5 x 1018]. This is why dark energy is also 
found to be 4.5 x 1018 in a high state [S x c]

The Inferior and Superior Light; Energy is Dark-Energy 
when they’re merged, but when they’re not merged; 
energy takes the form of (4.5 x 1016). This means that for 
energy to exist on its own, it must deviate from the value 
of dark-energy by 100; this was the same rule that was 
applied when both light dimensions in our universe were 

unmerged causing both visibility constants to differ by 
100. However, taking the form of dark-energy, we get 
both energies as Ed = S x c or E x 100 = Ed =S x c. Like 
i said before, “Space is the merging point, everything 
answers to it”. Getting one of the lights from the space 
fabric constant (S) and the speed of light (c) shows that 
dark energy is the superior and energy constant can be 
gotten as the inferior by dividing dark energy by 100. 

All these is just like a scenario where you pour 
water in a high concentrated juice then the water being 
poured becomes the juice itself (light inside light) and a 
scenario where you put a solidified juice (ice juice) into 
juice, it melts to become the juice again (matter 
becomes its corresponding light) and if you want a 
solidified water (ice) to become a solidified juice (ice 
juice), you allow the ice to melt to water then you pour 
into a high concentrated juice and allow it cool to form a 
solidified juice, the solidified water then becomes the 
solidified juice. (Matter becomes dark matter) and so on.
For example, the stars were matter and became their 
light which they were made of, we were wondering 
where the energy from a death star goes; they all go 
back to mix up [merge] with the dark energy of your 
creator waiting on the other side for absorption through 
space which i explained in reference [3]. However, 
absorbing the light does not mean “to be consumed by 
the light”. To be consumed by the light is another case, 
it happens when a matter is closer to the light; I’ll use 
this to explain the concept of black holes.

Some planets were made as a solidified form of 
the light, apart from solidifying; these planets [the stars] 
were also made to absorb to become the light itself by 
its electrons absorbing photons from the light that 
formed it. Just like cancer cells influence some normal 
cells to become cancer cells, some electrons might be 
found not absorbing the light. After some time, they 
influence other electrons to be like them which are not 
absorbing, when majority of these electrons of a star are 
not absorbing, it results into the death of a star and the 
electrons are being consumed by the light. The light 
[energy] will rest on space and tear/rip the space fabric 
to form a hole, this hole enables it to go back to mix up 
with dark-energy on the other side. However, the space 
fabric repairs itself after some time and it’ll be like 
nothing happened there, you can’t see it mixing up yet , 
but you’ll feel the big presence of dark energy on an 
area were a star died. The bottom line is that all stars will 
die one day.

It was observed that dark energy is the reason 
behind the expansion of the space fabric on the outer 
space [Ed = S x c], but it’s a sign, that the space fabric 
will eventually deviate [expand] to a magnitude that 
can’t hold the planetary bodies at a point on the outer 
space, just like the magnitude on earth or other planets. 
As a result, stars will begin to collide with planets of their 
size or small stars could fall inside big planets and the 
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energy of a big star like the sun can consume several 
planets. This is a hint to how everything we see will fade 
completely if both dimensions are not merged on time.

However, let me give you a shocking clue from 
the holy book [Revelation 21;23]….”The city does not 
need the sun or moon to shine on it,for the light of God 
gives it light”. This verse is to boost your knowledge that 
the stars were not needed for their purpose, they were 
just a clue for the game and the other light is to serve 
that purpose. I said in reference 3 that if man times the 
number of stars plays and completes the game, both 
dimensions will merge and the value of man’s universe 
will be 1, this means that the value of the inferior light 
[4.5 x 1016] will take the value of the superior light [4.5 x 
1018] and the same is applied for their solidified forms 
[electron and dark-matter]. However, if man times the 
number of stars decides to merge their dark matter with 
their matter, this will make both dimensions to merge 
and many constants will vanish for good and the only 
constants that will remain are the constants related 
directly to the superior light [S, c , Ed , Md, Light mode 
S], these are the ultimate constants.

Some of the religious people that are aware of 
the apocalypse through the holy book have already 
doubted that it’ll come because of the amount of time 
that has passed, but i tell you, ever since i cracked the 
blueprint of the universe, my mindset changed with fear 
and we have a very big problem to solve, our universe 
that we see is fading. If you think your loved ones that 
have died in the past are gone for good, you’re wrong, 
their solidified inferior light were forced to fade before its 
time or some reached the life-span and faded and their 
superior light part exist around which you can’t see them 
because you’ve not merged. If found that you didn’t 
complete the game, then your dark matter part will be 
subjected to the value [0.36] in the illustration. That is 
similar to the lake of fire that you hear, if put inside, your 
dark matter will absorb the inferior light and be part of it, 
that’s the only thing that can wipe you out from 
existence to fade for good. In addition, i conducted a 
research with dark energy and cancer cells, and i say 
that dark energy is the ultimate cancer cure; the only 
way cancer can be cured permanently is to apply the 
reset button, which is the only thing they respect [the 
light that created the light that created them]. I 

witnessed a complete curing of a cancer patient [anus] 
with dark energy and the cancer cells transformed into 
normal cells in seconds just like pressing a reset button 
in your phone. The time to put that smile on the faces of 
cancer patients is here. This is the same for other 
diseases.

Finally, if you follow the sequence of the light in 
this theory, absorption of light from its solidified form, 
absorption of the opposite light, deviating from negative 
to positive, keeping the light from fading temporary and 
permanently and so on, you will understand this 
universe. This is the background of every discovery and 
invention in this universe. It is how your city, phones and 
laptops etc are powered, it is how electricity and 
electromagnetism was discovered, it is what made 
different forms of matter and energy to exist, it is the 
father of all laws of physics and science, it is what made 
you exist, it helps you discover ways to treat and recover
from your diseases and so on, just keep naming it. But it 
tells how everything ends and how you can prevent it. 
Generally, the message from this theory is that “All 
things are related”

From the holy book [John 1;3]….”Through him 
all things were made; without him nothing was made that 
has been made. In him was life, and that life was the light 
of men. The light shines in the darkness, but the 
darkness has not understood it”.

NB; “Whatever process you follow to “self-absorb” the 
superior light is the one and only true religion, 
regardless of whatever name you give it”

After reading this paper, you should have 
understood that verse.

Besides the constants h, c, k, e, αp and formula 
[E=Mc2], all theories, constants and values in this paper 
are novel and they’re created and proposed by Prince 
Jessii. They all originate from reference [1, 2 & 3]

Brief Information: The causes of the climate change 
we’re experiencing now are an attempt to force the 
inferior dimension to fade before its time, please stop all 
causes immediately. If we must play the game, we need 
to buy some time.

Also, everyone is required to play the game of 
137 in order to save the universe; the fate of our universe 
is in our hands. I’ve played my part as a scientist to 
deliver this theory to the world.
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